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Stroll to La Lucciola? Check. Sashay to Sarong? Check. Stumble back from Potato Head?
Check. Whether you’re heading for Bali’s chic south-western strip for a weekend or a week,
Casa Brio places you in the heart of the action a hen’s breath from Seminyak’s hottest
restaurants and bars, and a credit card’s whisper from the coolest boutiques and spas.
Brio means vivacity, enthusiasm and spirit in Italian. It’s certainly a word that captures the
very essence of Casa Brio, away from the crowd on a quiet street yet only five minutes’
walk from the beach — a magnet for muscle-rippling surfers quenching their thirst with
ice- cold Bintangs and a cosmopolitan crowd quaffing sunset cocktails. Though with a 21metre-long pool, rooftop sunset terrace, semi-alfresco dining pavilion and the services of
your own gourmet chef, you may never want to leave the villa!
Italian elan is evident in the design of this contemporary four-bedroom villa — all clean
lines, a crisp colour palette, and custom furniture. The open-sided living pavilion sprawls
the full length of the pool, where you can languish on comfortable upholstered sofas, enjoy
dinner for ten, or perch on a bar stool watching your martini being shaken and stirred;

what a great space for a celebration, spilling onto the frangipani-framed, sunlounger-filled
pool deck drifting towards the gazebo. There's even more entertainment space in the
adjoining two-storey building, linked by a covered walkway: a dedicated media room
where you can watch cable TV or catch the latest film in air-conditioned comfort, and a
sunset terrace for dining under a canopy of stars. All four bedrooms — a king-bedded
master suite and adjoining twin-bedded suite on each level — have fabulous bathrooms
with twin stone sinks, rain-showers and tubs.
Casa Brio accommodates eight people in luxury — perfect for groups of friends or two
families of four.

www.CasaBrioBali.com

